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and technologies to collect wind energy in
living environment. Since the invention
of triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG) in
2012, it was extensively investigated and
showed lots of advantages including small
scale, low cost, easy fabrication, and portability.[16–22] Plenty of wasted mechanical
energy in our daily life, such as vibration,
human motion, wind, flowing water, and
rotating tire, can be utilized by different
TENG structures.[23–27] The wind-driven
triboelectric nanogenerator (WD-TENG),
which is considered as an important tributary in TENG family, can also serve as selfpowered sensors for actively monitoring
wind speed, humidity, as well as breathout alcohol concentration.[28–30] Figure 1
illustrates the comparison between the
conventional wind energy harvester (wind
turbine) and the new wind energy harvester (WD-TENG) in terms of the mechanism, characteristics,
as well as disadvantages.
Herein, this article first reviews typical triboelectric materials and structures for fabricating WD-TENG, which can significantly affect the output performance of WD-TENG. The outstanding output voltage and current of various WD-TENG can
reach as high as 400 V (with a size of 22 × 10 × 67 mm3) and
3.4 mA (with a radius of 70 mm), respectively.[31,32] The output
voltage and current can be adjusted through transformer and a
power management circuit to satisfy different electrical equipment’s demands. Hybridizing WD-TENG and other types of
generators is more suitable to meet needs of varying environments.[33–35] Moreover, the remarkable electrical performance
endows WD-TENG lots of practical applications including powering electrical equipment, charging energy storage devices, as
well as serving as self-powered sensors. As a new generation of
sustainable, renewable, and green energy source, WD-TENG is
expected to be widely used in human daily life in near future.

To meet future needs for clean and sustainable energy, tremendous progress
has been achieved in development for scavenging wind energy. The most
classical approach is to use the electromagnetic effect based wind turbine
with a diameter of larger than 50 m and a weight of larger than 50 ton, and
each of them could cost more than $0.5 M, which can only be installed in
remote areas. Alternatively, triboelectric nanogenerators based on coupling
of contact-electrification and electrostatic induction effects have been utilized
to scavenge wind energy, which takes the advantages of high voltage, low
cost, and small size. Here, the development of a wind-driven triboelectric
nanogenerator by focusing on triboelectric materials optimization, structure
improvement, and hybridization with other types of energy harvesting techniques is reviewed. Moreover, the major applications are summarized and the
challenges that are needed to be addressed and development direction for
scavenging wind energy in future are highlighted.

1. Introduction
In view of concerns about global climate change and energy
crisis, developing new energy sources which are renewable and
environment friendly is one of the most urgent challenges to the
development of human society.[1–4] Harvesting energy directly
from surrounding environment can be a promising and effective solution to achieve the sustainability of our daily life.[5–8]
Wind energy, a clean and widespread type of mechanical
energy, has attracted more and more attention and may play a
significant role in electricity supply in future.[9–11] Roughly 4.3%
of globally electricity demand was realized by wind power technologies as of the end of 2015.[12] However, as constrained by
the extra-large size, high cost of installation, and geographical
environment, wind power equipment can hardly be utilized in
our daily living environment, such as in urban city areas.[13–15]
In this regard, it is essential to develop innovative strategies
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2. Fundamental Working Modes and Triboelectric
Materials
Triboelectrification, also known as contact electrification, is a
common phenomenon in people’s life.[36,37] It has been identified as a negative effect in some situations, like causing fire and
dust explosion, whereas this effect exists almost everywhere. A
promising strategy to utilize rather than reduce triboelectrification is to convert and stockpile it into other forms of energy.
Despite triboelectrification could be generated by almost any
material in daily life, it is still a serious challenge to collect and
convert this tiny energy into available power. Recently, TENG,
1702649 (1 of 13)
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a novel technology, provides us a new method to go further in
making use of the “uncontrollable” energy.[38–40]
Triboelectrification is considered as generating electrostatic charges by the physical contact of two different materials’ surfaces.[41–43] When the two materials are separated by
mechanical force, a potential drop can compel the electrons to
flow from the positive electrode onto negative electrode. Four
fundamental working modes of the TENG, including vertical
contact-separation mode, lateral sliding mode, single-electrode
mode, and freestanding triboelectric-layer mode, have been
reviewed in a previous article.[44] As to the WD-TENG cases, the
fundamental modes also can be included in these four modes,
whereas all the WD-TENGs were designed to scavenge wind
energy. Flutter-driven structure and rotational structure are the
two typical structures that are selected to explain the working
mechanism of WD-TENG in this article (Figure 2).
The theoretical model for the flutter-driven structure is
illustrated in Figure 2a.[31] This mode could also be classified
into vertical contact-separation mode. Basically, Al and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) are stacked face to face and regarded
as two triboelectric materials. Al layer, deposited on Kapton, is
not only considered as triboelectric material but also as electrode. The Al/Kapton/Al section vibrates up and down when
external wind is applied, thus inducing the contact/separation
state between Al and PTFE. At the initial state, the Al/Kapton/
Al section is secluded by air gaps, and no output signal can be
observed for both TEG 1 and TEG 2. When the Al/Kapton/Al
section moves up to be in contact with the surface of PTFE,
the positive and negative charges are generated accompanying
with the electrons transferred from Al electrode onto PTFE
film. The negative charges in this process can be conserved
on PTFE film while the Al/Kapton/Al section oscillates down
to access the underlying PTFE/Al film, whereas the positive
charges on Al electrode directionally flow through external circuit owing to the electrostatic induction of the charged PTFE
film, resulting in an output voltage and current signal from
TEG 1.[45] Both TEG 1 and TEG 2 will launch to proceed regular working mode from state (4) and go further in cycling
the loop from state (4) to state (7). In this loop, both the top
and bottom PTFE films maintain negative charges, meanwhile
there are different amount of positive charges induced on Al
electrodes when the Kapton film moves up and down, hence
introducing an alternating voltage and current in external circuit for both TEG 1 and TEG 2. Apart from vertical contact-separation mode, flutter-driven WD-TENG can also be designed as
a single-electrode mode by connecting one of the electrodes to
the ground.[25] Once the positive and negative parts are separated, the electrodes will preserve charges resulting in an electric potential difference between electrodes and ground, driving
the electrons to flow corresponding to the direction from low
potential to high potential. In this single-electrode mode, one of
the triboelectric parts can vibrate freely without any restriction,
therefore, widening the application of WD-TENG.
The electricity generating process of rotational structure is
shown in Figure 2b. The structure of TENG mainly consists of
two parts, a rotator and a stator. A layer of fluorinated ethylene
propylene (FEP) serves as the rotator as well as negative triboelectric material, while the stator, regarded as positive triboelectric material, is composed of two isolated Cu electrodes. The
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process is classified as freestanding triboelectric-layer mode,
which produces energy on account of contact electrification
and electrostatic induction.[46,47] An external mechanical force
(e.g., finger taping) is essential to compel the rotator to be contacted with the stator. Since FEP possesses a higher electron
affinity than Cu, electrons are injected from Cu electrodes onto
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Figure 1. Comparison between conventional wind harvester (wind turbine) and new wind harvester (triboelectric nanogenerator). The inset picture on
the left side is a typical wind turbine. Reproduced with permission.[15] Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society. The inset picture on the right is a
typical wind-driven triboelectric nanogenerator. Reproduced with permission.[63] Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society.

FEP layers.[48,49] Removing the external pressure, the rotator
and the stator will fall into two parts and carry equal opposite
triboelectric charge. Next, the rotator is aligned with the electrode 1 and 2 corresponding to the initial state and final state,
respectively. When FEP layer approaches to or departs from
whether electrode 1 or 2, an asymmetric charge distribution
will be generated via electrostatic induction, causing the oscillated electrons motion between electrodes 1 and 2 to balance
the local potential distribution. Thus, an AC current output
can be obtained in response to the spinning circulation of the
rotator movement. An in-plane sliding mode based WD-TENG
can also be fabricated via a contact-friction structure compared
to the contact-separate structure of freestanding triboelectriclayer mode.[50]
Triboelectrification is a common phenomenon in our life,
and almost all the materials, for instance, metal, glass, ceramic,
and natural/artificial polymer, can show triboelectrification
effect.[51,52] Thus, all these materials are potential to fabricate
TENG. Owing to different polarities, different materials possess
different electron affinity, and the triboelectric ability of a series
materials has been summarized.[53] Considering the requirement of toughness, durableness, and economic efficiency for
WD-TENG, metal and artificial polymer are rendered as competitive candidates to achieve great output performance.[54]
Figure 3a shows some of the positive and negative materials
used to manufacture WD-TENG and some of the reported triboelectric materials of WD-TENG are summarized in Table 1.
Efforts to enhance the output performance of WD-TENG
are not only about the selection of triboelectric materials, but
also the morphologies of material surfaces.[55] Generally, coarse
surface provides more contact area and possibility for triboelectrification to increase the friction force, resulting in more triboelectric charges. Physical and chemical techniques are adopted
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to modify material surface to enhance the roughness and friction force. Some of the typical microstructures, like interwoven
structure,[56] nanowire structure,[30] pyramid based structure,[57]
and more, are shown in Figure 3. Inductively coupled plasma
etching is a common physical method to fabricate polymer
nanowire to enhance the contact electrification.[58] Meanwhile,
diluted acid aqueous solution can be used as chemical etching
agent to modify the surface of metal electrode.[59] Therefore,
from the triboelectric materials and the surface structure
aspects, there are still plenteous methods to enhance the performance of WD-TENG, thus broadening practical applications.

3. Various Structures of WD-TENGs
Aiming to scavenge wind energy, flutter-driven structure and
rotational structure are the two representative strategies applied
to fabricate WD-TENG. Wind turbines and wind cups are utilized to convert wind energy into rotational mechanical motion
in the system of rotational structure based WD-TENG. Meanwhile, based on the contact-separation between the flutter and
the electrodes, flutter-driven WD-TENG simplifies the electrodes’ structure as well as reduces the cost. Furthermore, other
novel strategies have been exploited to diversify the structure
and optimize the output performance of WD-TENG.
Flutter-driven structure WD-TENG was first reported by Yang
et al., and that is recognized as a milestone via scavenging wind
energy by a smart strategy.[25] Figure 4a,b illustrates the structure of the TENG, that is, two layers of Al foils with a FEP film
laying in midair. The FEP film is fixed only one side, leaving
the other side as a free part. The Al foils serve as both triboelectric surfaces and electrodes, and are connected to ground
respectively. When external wind is applied to the system, the
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Figure 2. The typical working mechanisms of WD-TENG. a) The flutter-driven structure (Reproduced with permission.[31] Copyright 2015, Wiley-VCH)
and b) the rotational structure (Reproduced with permission.[30] Copyright 2015, Elsevier).

freestanding side of the FEP film will vibrate up and down to
contact the surfaces of both Al electrodes, leading to an output
voltage and current across an external resistor. Output voltage
and current are up to 100 V and 1.6 µA, and a corresponding
output power of 0.16 mW are detected under a loading resistance of 100 MΩ.
Although single-side fixed based WD-TENG holds a great
number of advantages in harvesting wind energy, it still undergoes instability of the output electric signal due to the arbitrary
fluttering of the freestanding electrode. Aero-elastic motion
mode WD-TENG, whose flutter is fixed on both two sides, was
designed to provide new approach to overcome this shortage.
Figure 4c presents the schematic diagram of the double-sidefixed mode WD-TENG. Basically, the WD-TENG consists of
two Al electrodes covered by superhydrophobic films and a
polyamide (PA) film. Two air gaps divide two modified Al electrodes and PA film which is fixed by two bolts into three parts.
The air fluid is loaded into the gaps and vibrates the PA film,
resulting in the contact and separation of the superhydrophobic
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films and PA film, thus generating an output voltage and current. A photograph of the fabricated WD-TENG is as shown in
Figure 4d.
The rotational structure is widely used to scavenge wind
energy via using wind turbines or wind cups. As shown in
Figure 2b, typical in-plane cycled sliding mode WD-TENG
consists of a rotator (FEP) and a stator with two separated
electrodes (Cu). FEP and Cu, with opposite triboelectric polarities, are initially compelled to contact each other. When the
two planes are relatively sliding, electrons transfer from the
surface of Cu onto FEP plane, leading to an output electric
signal. In order to enhance the output performance, the noncontact working mode are more preferred rather than contactseparation working mode, since the latter mode is always suffered from the friction effect which reduces the energy convert
efficiency.[60]
A rotational sweeping based WD-TENG was developed for
harvesting weak wind energy in the environment.[61] The main
structure of the WD-TENG includes a framework, a shaft, a
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Figure 3. Various triboelectric materials and their microstructures. a) The positive and negative materials used to manufacture WD-TENG.
b) A SEM image of Al film surface modified by immersing it in hot deionized water at 120 °C for 20 min. Reproduced with permission.[80] Copyright 2014,
Springer. c,d) SEM images of etched Al electrode and treated with fluoride with different magnifications. Reproduced with permission.[59] Copyright
2016, American Chemical Society. The structure of e) a flexible Au-coated woven flag and f) a rigid PTFE counter plate. Reproduced with permission.[56]
Copyright 2014, Nature Publishing Group. g) A SEM image of the FEP polymer nanowires. Reproduced with permission.[30] Copyright 2015, Elsevier. h)
A SEM image of the PTFE surface with nanowire-like structures etched by inductively coupled plasma (ICP) process. Reproduced with permission.[61]
Copyright 2013, American Chemical Society. i) Surface of PET film etched with ICP process. Reproduced with permission.[58] Copyright 2016, WileyVCH. j) A SEM image of the micro-pyramid-exposed polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) array. Reproduced with permission.[57] Copyright 2015, Elsevier.

flexible rotor blade, and two stators. When wind is applied to
the conventional wind cup, a flexible and soft polyester (PET)
rotor blade with a PTFE film adhered at the end will periodically sweep across the Al electrodes. In this process, the PTFE
film consecutively contacts and separates from Al electrodes,
serving as the basic process for generating electricity.
Besides the flutter-driven structure and rotational structure,
other novel WD-TENG structures have been exploited to satisfy the requirement in various complicated condition. In particular, a miniaturized structure WD-TENG is necessitated in
order to integrate the wind harvest with mobile devices. A thin
film membrane based WD-TENG is a promising new generation of wind energy harvester making both miniaturized device
area and high performance come true. A vertically stacked thinfilm WD-TENG was invented and the structure is illustrated in
Figure 4e.[57] The WD-TENG includes two rigid Al electrodes
and a vibrating membrane which consists of an intercalated Al
film sandwiched by two micro-pyramid-exposed polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) on both the top and bottom sides. Air gaps
between the Al electrodes and inner PDMS membrane are
formed by placing spacers made of overlapped Kapton films. A
narrow air gap is crucial to reduce device size, enhance effective contact area, and increase mechanical robustness. Figure 4f
shows three membranes can be arrayed in a row to enhance
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output power. If each of the WD-TENG is in the form of a
cross stack, i.e., perpendicular to each other, bi-directional wind
energy can be fully utilized.
A lawn structure based, flexible and transparent WD-TENG,
as displayed in Figure 4g, is presented to harvest energy from
natural wind at arbitrary wind blowing direction.[58] A unit of
vertically freestranding polymer strips is fabricated by a PET
thin film coated with indium tin oxide (ITO) on one side. The
laminar WD-TENGs are arrayed as a kelp forest morphology
and each single strip can sway independently to achieve a contact-separation process to each other when natural wind passes
by. Thus, each contact between two adjacent strips can deliver
an output signal. Plenty of strips orderly stand to form an environmental wind energy harvesting system. This system offers
a novel approach for scavenging wind energy as well as a solid
step toward self-powered home technology.
The flag structure which can be folded, bent, and even
twisted in the air is considered as a novel strategy to harvest
wind energy to take place the conventional wind turbine due to
its high cost of manufacturing and installation. In addition, in
some extreme environment, such as high-altitude places, traditional wind power technology is no longer suitable for working.
An innovative flag structure based freestanding woven WDTENG is exploited to harvest high-altitude wind energy from
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Table 1. A summary of triboelectric materials and output performance of various WD-TENGs.
Structures

Triboelectric materials

Voltage [V]

Current [µA]

Power [mW]

Rotational sweeping mode

Al and PTFE

250

250

62.5

Ref.
[61]

Single-side-fixed mode

Al and FEP

100

1.6

0.16

[25]
[28]

Rotational sweeping mode

Al and PTFE

55

–

0.03

Single-side-fixed mode

Au and PTFE

200

60

0.86

[56]

Single-side-fixed mode

FTO and PTFE

36

4.1

–

[29]

Single-side-fixed mode

Cu and PTFE

225

23

1.5

[33]

Cu and Kapton

320

3400

–

[32]

Cu and PTFE

342

140

–

[63]

Single-side-fixed mode

Al and PTFE

400

60

3.7

[31]

Single-side-fixed mode

Cu and PTFE

–

55.7

3.5

[34]

In-plane cycled sliding mode

Cu and FEP

≈15

≈6

–

[30]

Double-side-fixed mode

Al and PTFE

334

67

5.5

[81]

Double-side-fixed mode

Cu and FEP

375

260

26

[15]

In-plane cycled sliding mode
Double-side-fixed mode

Lawn structure

ITO and PET

78

16.3

–

[58]

Double-side-fixed mode

PA and FDCS

218

30

2.2

[59]

Flag structure

Ni and Kapton

40

30

–

[62]

Cu and FEP

51

40

1.7

[35]

Double-side-fixed mode

arbitrary directions (Figure 4h).[62] Ni-coated polyester textiles
(Ni belts) and Kapton film sandwiched Cu belts (KSC belts) are
knitted together to form a woven structure. To be specific, the
polyester is coated by Ni on both top and bottom sides, and all
the Ni belts are connected as one electrode. Meanwhile, the Cu
foil is covered by Kapton film on both sides, and all the KSC
belts are connected as the other electrode. It is clear that an air
gap is left in each woven unit between two electrodes to realize
the contact-separation process driven by wind, leading to an
output signal by a coupled effect of contact electrification and
electrostatic induction. This flag structure based WD-TENG has
great potential for applications at high altitude, for instance,
weather/environmental sensing systems.

4. Output Performances and Enhancement
of WD-TENG
Output performance is one of the most important indicators,
since it dramatically affects the application of WD-TENG.
The materials and corresponding output performances of
various WD-TENG are summarized in Table 1. The ranges
of output voltage and current are 1.5–400 V (with a size of
22 × 10 × 67 mm3) and 1.6 µA to 3.4 mA (with a radius of
70 mm), respectively. It is well known that the contact area, as
well as friction materials, can significantly influence triboelectric performance of TENG. Besides, the working modes also
play an important role in harvesting wind energy. For instance,
contact and noncontact working states were investigated to
show the difference for the output performance and lifetime
of the WD-TENGs.[60] The highest output performance can be
observed from the contact state due to the constant surface
charge generation and the most effective electrostatic induction, while the surface wear can be effectively minimized, thus
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dramatically enhance the stability and lifetime for WD-TENG
in noncontact free-rotating state.
Device size, one of the most important parameters, determines the output performances of WD-TENG to some degree.
The relationship between the output properties and different
sizes of the devices were investigated to achieve the largest
output performance.[31] As shown in Figure 5a, the output
voltage and current reach the maximum value at the height
of 10 mm. Increasing the length of Kapton film, both output
voltage and current improve consistently, where the length of
the device is about 57 mm (Figure 5b). As depicted in Figure 5c,
the output voltage approaches the largest value which is about
400 V, where the corresponding output current is about 60 µA.
In addition, the working frequency linearly increases as the airflow rate increases from about 7.5 to about 22 m s−1 (Figure 5d).
Besides, the device width and the vibrating film thickness were
also investigated to realize the largest output performance.[63]
Although WD-TENG can attain a voltage as high as 400 V, it
is still a challenge to obtain an output current high enough to
satisfy the requirement of electric equipment. One of the promising strategies to overcome the low output power is to integrate several WD-TENGs to enhance the output performance.
The output voltage and short-circuit current of a single WDTENG are displayed in Figure 5e,f.[63] After integrating ten rectified WD-TENG with the connections in parallel as presented
in Figure 5g, the total output current can achieve as high as
550 µA compared to 160 µA which is the output current of a
single WD-TENG (Figure 5h). However, because of the vertical
oscillation of each point on the fluttering film, different parts of
the film exert partially counteracting effects on the variation of
electric potential, making WD-TENG suffer from a large diminishment of electric output. As a consequence, another smart
strategy of segmenting the electrode into a linear array of stripshaped units with uniform width was developed, which can
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Figure 4. Various structures of WD-TENG. a,b) The structure and photograph of the first reported flutter-driven mode WD-TENG. Reproduced with
permission.[25] Copyright 2013, American Chemical Society. c,d) The schematic diagram and a photograph of the WD-TENG. Reproduced with permission.[63] Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society. e,f) Schematic of a single-layer vertically stacked structure WD-TENG and its photograph.
Reproduced with permission.[57] Copyright 2015, Elsevier. g) Schematic of the lawn structure WD-TENG and it can easily be equipped to the rooftops
for scavenging natural wind energy. Reproduced with permission.[58] Copyright 2016, Wiley-VCH.

significantly increase the output current over 500% compared
to the structure without the segmentation.[64]

5. WD-TENG Hybridized with Other Types
of Generators
Other than size enlargement, device integration and segmented
structure electrode modification, the strategy of hybridizing
with other forms of generators, is explored aiming to sustainably power some electronic devices with large power demand.
In general, other types of energy sources including electromagnetic generator (EMG), solar cell, piezoelectric nanogenerator (PiENG), and pyroelectric nanogenerator (PyENG) can
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be combined with TENG to achieve a win-win situation, which
means a higher output performance will be obtained compared
to every single energy source.
As discussed above, the typical flutter-driven structure WDTENG possesses two immobile electrodes with an air gap
allowing a fluttering film lying in the middle of the electrodes.
Upon this structure, the up and down film gives the system a
chance to utilize electromagnetic induction to produce induction current, which can be designed as an EMG. As presented
in Figure 6a, a hybridized nanogenerator, including two TENGs
at the freestanding end and two EMGs at the front section of
the device, was fabricated to convert the kinetic energy of the
air flow into electric energy for sustainably powering temperature sensor.[34] The hybridized nanogenerator can generate
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Figure 5. The output performance and enhancement of WD-TENGs. a–c) Dependence of rectified open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current of the
device on the device height, the length of the Kapton film, and the device length. d) The working frequencies of WD-TENG under different flow rates.
Reproduced with permission.[31] Copyright 2015, Wiley-VCH. e) The output voltage and f) short-circuit current of the WD-TENG. g) The photograph
and h) short-circuit current of ten WD-TENGs connected in parallel. Reproduced with permission.[63] Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society.

output power up to 3.5 and 1.8 mW under an air-flow speed
of about 18 m s−1 for each single TENG and EMG, respectively. The rectified output current signals of TENG with transformer, EMG, and TENG/EMG with transformer are shown in
Figure 6b, indicating inconspicuous current enhancement can
be noted for the hybridized nanogenerator as compared with
the individual TENG or EMG, which can be ascribed to the
asynchronism for the TENG and EMG.
Nanogenerator can also provide new methods to realize
the sustainable energy supply in a smart city by hybridizing
WD-TENG with solar cells. As illustrated in Figure 6c, a WDTENG and solar cell composite nanogenerator was explored
to scavenge energy from the city environment for powering
some electric devices.[15] The WD-TENG and solar cell can be
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installed on the roofs of buildings to individually or simultaneously scavenge wind and solar energy (Figure 6d). According to
the same device area of about 120 × 22 mm2, the output power
of the WD-TENG and solar cell can be up to 26 and 8 mW,
respectively. Figure 6e demonstrates that the hybrid nanogenerator generates the largest output current (about 12 mA) as
compared to individual WD-TENG (about 9 mA) and solar cell
(about 4 mA).
Except combining WD-TENG with EMG or solar cell, it is
highly desirable to hybridize WD-TENG with other kinds of
mechanical energy as well as thermal energy to scavenge these
two forms of energy from the environment at the same time.
As displayed in Figure 6f, a hybrid nanogenerator consists of
a polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) nanowires–PDMS composite
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Figure 6. WD-TENG hybridized with other generators. a) The schematic diagram of the hybridized EMG/TENG device. b) The rectified output current
signal of EMG, TENG, and EMG/TENG. Reproduced with permission.[34] Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society. c) The schematic diagram of
the hybridized solar cell/TENG device. d) The schematic diagram of the integrated hybridized solar cell/TENG on the roof of a house model. e) The
output current signals of solar cell, TENG, and solar cell/TENG. Reproduced with permission.[15] Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society. f) The
schematic diagram of the hybridized PiENG/PyENG/TENG. g) A photograph of the flexible hybridized nanogenerator. Reproduced with permission.[65]
Copyright 2016, Wiley-VCH.

film and a poled PVDF film with the ITO electrodes on both
surfaces, which can scavenge mechanical and thermal energy
by using triboelectric, piezoelectric, and pyroelectric effects.[65]
The TENG-PiENG and the PyENG are integrated together into
one device and same output electrode. A flexible nylon film was
utilized as an oscillating membrane to produce the periodic
contact and separation between nylon film and PVDF nanowires–PDMS composite film to achieve triboelectric output
signal. When an external force load was applied to compress
or stretch on the poled PVDF film, the piezoelectric unit can
offer a piezoelectric output signal. Moreover, the temperature
fluctuation of the poled PVDF film will affect the spontaneous
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polarization, and the spontaneous polarization can compel electrons to flow between the two ITO electrodes, thus leading to a
pyroelectric output signal. Figure 6g shows the flexibility of the
hybrid nanogenerator.

6. Applications of WD-TENG
WD-TENG is a basically physical process converting wind/
air-flow energy into electricity through the triboelectrification
and electrostatic induction processes. The high output voltage
endows WD-TENG amount of practical application. One of
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the major applications, apparently, is powering electric devices
by use of the output electric signals from WD-TENG. The
resulting electric energy can also be stored in energy storage
equipment, for instance, capacitor and Li-ion battery, as a
secondary energy source. Moreover, as a self-sufficient, highefficient power source, WD-TENG has been involved in various
self-powered systems by collecting wind energy from ambient
environment. The applications of WD-TENG in different fields
have been briefly summarized in this section.
The WD-TENG can be utilized as a power source for running some electric devices.[66] However, sometime the integration of WD-TENG is crucial to meet the large power demand in
some situation. Several typical applications have been summarized in Figure 7a. Ten light-emitting diodes (LEDs) connected
in series were simultaneously lighted up through directly connecting to the integrated ten WD-TENGs driven by the external
air flow, as shown in the figure. The printed text can be visible
in a completely dark environment in use of the illumination of
LEDs.[31] An integrated nanogenerators system can be installed
on the roofs of city house to provide urban illumination.[15] A
white globe light bulb can be directly driven by WD-TENGs
and hence providing sufficient light intensity of about 43 lx for
reading text.[63] Furthermore, a temperature sensor system for
sustainably measuring human body temperature was accomplished through scavenging human nose blowing induced low
air-flow energy by WD-TENG. In addition, a smart wireless
sensor node system which is composed of a WD-TENG, a power
management circuit, a 10 mF capacitor, a wireless smart temperature sensor node, and an iPhone was fabricated to monitor
environment temperature and then send data to iPhone for
further analysis. The wireless smart temperature sensor can
measure the temperature of a human finger and show a value
of 30.37 °C on an iPhone through a wireless connection.
The output current derived from WD-TENG is alternating
current power, which in some degree limits WD-TENG’s application in some situation. Much effort has been devoted toward
converting alternating current into direct current, and hence
the capacitor and battery technology are introduced to overcome this problem. Under an air-flow velocity of 15 m s−1, a
dual-plate flag structure WD-TENG with a size of 7.5 × 5 cm2
can fully charge a 100 µF capacitor within 4 min.[56] Meanwhile,
a TiO2 nanotube array based Li-ion battery can be charged from
0.2 to 2.1 V within 10 min by using a hybrid nanogenerator,
leading to a total electrical capacity of about 11.7 µAh.[15]
Assembled with other electric devices as various self-power
systems, WD-TENG is expected to be utilized in different conditions, which represents an important step forward to practical
applications.[67] A WD-TENG based self-power humidity sensor
has been designed, and the variation of output voltage or current can denote the relative humidity of different environment
(20%–100%) at a fixed air-flow rate.[29] Another common WDTENG based self-power system is the wind speed sensor. Zhang
et al. fabricated a wind energy harvesting and sensor system to
demonstrate the application of the WD-TENG as a self-power
wind speed sensor.[28] The output voltage can approach as high
as about 23 V at a wind speed of 32.6 m s−1. Gas sensing is
widely used in life science, security, and environmental protection. Detecting alcohol is one of the important aspects in gas
sensing territory, which is vital for safety and drunk driving
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testing. An active alcohol breath analyzer has been developed
based on the blow-driven TENG technology.[30] Regardless the
air-flow speed, there is a proportional relationship between the
blow air induced voltage across the sensor and the breathedout alcohol concentration. Due to a low sensor resistance, the
induced voltage drop across the sensor is almost zero when the
alcohol analyzer was being blown by a tester without drinking
alcohol. In contrary, the alcohol vapor will dramatically increase
the resistance of the sensor, leading to an obvious voltage variation which can trigger a siren. In addition, the alcohol analyzer
also possesses outstanding selectivity for alcohol, fast response
time (11 s), as well as a fast recovery period (20 s). Another
important application of WD-TENG should be noted, which is
detection of motion as a sensor. Three typical different stages of
a car motion (i.e., acceleration, uniform motion, and deceleration) can be observed through a WD-TENG setup.[60]

7. Outlook
Since wind energy is free, clean, renewable, and sustainable,
it has been considered as one of the most promising energy
forms to fight with global energy crisis. WD-TENG is a newly
developed exciting technology which can convert the wind
power into usable energy forms, namely, electricity. In this
review, we have systematically summarized the triboelectric
materials and various structures as well as the output performance of different WD-TENGs. WD-TENG, as a single device,
can generate an outstanding output voltage as high as 400 V
(with a size of 22 × 10 × 67 mm3). In addition, WD-TENGs can
be hybridized with other forms of power generators, such as
solar cells, EMGs, and PiENGs, which can widen their applied
environment and field. Besides, WD-TENG has shown many
advantages including low-cost, high efficiency, sustainability,
availability, and easy fabrication, making it potential to be utilized as self-power electronics.
The development of WD-TENG in future will follow the
trend of integration, miniaturization, and diversification. Individual WD-TENG will be encouraged to be integrated as a largescale wind power plant for generating enough electricity to
cater the large power demand in some cases, especially in some
open area where wind power is strong and steady. Figure 7b is
an illustrative diagram that shows how we can construct a WDTENG based power plant. A great many of WD-TENGs can first
be integrated as a wall, and then a large area of “electric walls”
can be arranged as an array for scavenging wind energy. After
being transformed by power substations, the collective electric
power can be transported through cables for further electricity
supplement. A 100 × 100 m2 “electric wall” (including around
107 individual WD-TENGs with a unit power of 26 mW) can
supply a total electric power output around 260 kW. Even though
WD-TENG possessed relative lower output power compared
with wind turbine, we can also see its own inspiring advantages
including high voltage, low cost, as well as small weight. On the
contrary, it is also essential to minimize the size of WD-TENG
in some situations to fabricate wearable electronics, flexible
electronics, and sensor networks.[68–70] Moreover, not only the
small size, but also the sensitivity of WD-TENG is necessary to
be carefully considered, which means micro- or nanostructures
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Figure 7. Illustration of various applications for WD-TENG. a) A summary of various applications for WD-TENGs, including powering LEDs (Reproduced with permission.[31] Copyright 2015, Wiley-VCH), spot light (Reproduced with permission.[63] Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society),
temperature sensor (Reproduced with permission.[59] Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society), humidity sensor (Reproduced with permission.[29]
Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society), wind speed sensor (Reproduced with permission.[28] Copyright 2013, American Chemical Society), and
alcohol sensor (Reproduced with permission.[30] Copyright 2015, Elsevier). b) An illustrative diagram for large-scale “electric walls” farm land.

may give novel WD-TENG a chance to detect slight air-flow
fluctuations. These micro- or nanostructures based WD-TENG
can be used in precise instruments for human health care,
meteorological monitoring, and military equipment.[44,71–75]
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Besides, based on the fundamental mechanism of TENG, different triboelectric materials and structures of WD-TENG are
urgently required to be explored to be used in some special
environments. For example, in high vacuum environment, the
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charge density of TENG can be boosted without the limitation
of air breakdown.[76] WD-TENG is expected to work not only in
atmosphere but also in aerospace, which requires WD-TENG
can scavenge “wind energy” produced by other forms of fluid,
such as solar wind, rather than air flow. At the same time, WDTENG is also required to undergo harsh environment, such as
ultralow temperature, rough vacuum, intense radiation, and
zero gravity.[77–79] Another key issue, the lifetime of WD-TENG,
should be noted to eliminate people’s concern about the cost
of maintance and material comsuption. The output voltage and
current stablility of the WD-TENG has been investigated in
previous research by keeping the device continuously working
under a wind load for 14 h.[59] No obvious decrease of the output
signals can be observed indicating an couples of hours effective
lifetime. As to the stability on the scale of few monthes even
years, there is no relative research reporting such a long period
of experiment as far as we know. Therefore, much efforts are
encouraged to donate in future in order to illustrate the practicabiliy of the WD-TENG.
Despite significant improvements have been achieved since
the first WD-TENG was reported in 2013,[61] there are tremendous room for growth in terms of scavenging wind energy by
TENG. As a prerequisite to further develop, several main issues
are essential to be addressed: (1) thoroughly comprehending
the fundamental mechanism of triboelectrification is necessary and it is also the basis of the development of WD-TENG.
Better understanding the charge transfer process will guide
people to further optimize output performance and applications of WD-TENG. (2) The triboelectric materials are needed
to be largely optimized and improved. The abrasion of materials is inevitable during the triboelectrification, and how to
improve durability and extend working life of devices are crucial to widen the application of WD-TENG, especially in some
harsh environments. Moreover, lighter and flexible devices may
be preferred in some situations to meet the demand of portability. (3) Enhancing the energy conversion efficiency is still a
challenge for improving the output performance of WD-TENG.
(4) The cost of WD-TENG fabrication is still relative high for
large-scale integration. In future, more efforts are necessary to
be placed on reducing the cost of materials for widespread commercial applications. Showing an overview of this technology,
we hope WD-TENG will attract more attention to this field, and
encourage more profound investigation. With the advantages
of new materials and integrated technologies development,
the commercialization of high-performance and low-cost WDTENG will be applied as a new generation power source and
widespread all around the world.
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